ABSTRACT To enhance the safety and efficiency of civil aviation, special attentions should be paid to pilot's physical and mental health. Existing works used video monitoring and social network mining to find the potential anomalies in pilot's daily life. However, video monitoring suffers from the privacy problems and social network mining is computational complex. To solve the problems of existing works, we propose a novel pilot anomaly detection method using step-sensors. The key idea of this method is that the pilots step information reflects their daily behaviors, and it is also influenced by the behaviors of the pilots social networks; if a pilot step number is extremely different from his historical step numbers or the step numbers of his social networks, this would probably be an anomaly. We, therefore, use the step-sensor to collect pilots step information and use the cluster method to detect anomalies. Experiments are held on 65 pilot candidates, which are divided into two social groups. We collect their step information during 50 days. Using our proposed anomaly detection method, outliers can be successfully detected for further analysis. Our method is also free of privacy problem and is highly efficient.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of the civil aviation industry, air safety has become more and more important. According to U.S. aviation crashes data network, more than 50% of the world-wide air accidents were caused by manual factors from 1950 to 2010. To ensure the air safety, it is critical to pay close attention to the pilots physical and mental health. The abnormal behaviors in pilots daily life can directly reflect the changes of their physical and mental conditions. There are mainly two kinds of work in existing behavior anomaly detection researches: the video monitoring method and the social network mining method. Video monitoring detects abnormal behaviors in the surveillance scenes. In normal condition, the crowds ''frame average acceleration'' value will always be in a certain range. In abnormal condition, the value will change significantly, forming a significant peak or trough [1] , [2] . However, video monitoring suffers from privacy problem.
It is always illegal and impossible to monitor the pilots daily life. Sensitive contents in the posts and abnormal fluctuation of pilots emotion can be used to judge their abnormal physical and mental condition. However, with the increase of the unstructured data in social network, such as videos, pictures, emotional characteristics, the abnormal behavior detection via social network mining has become more and more complex [3] , [4] . To solve the problems of existing works, we propose a novel pilot anomaly detection method using step-sensors built-in smartphones. Smartphones automatically record the step information through its three axis acceleration sensor. The step information can be collected by various APPs, in which the information is usually publicly available. The analysis of step information therefore has less privacy leak problems compared with the video monitoring method. In addition, since the step information is structured data which only consist of step numbers, the computational complexity of analyzing step information is much lower than mining social media. Pilots step information can directly reflect their physical and mental conditions. We detect pilots abnormal behaviors by step information collected by stepsensors of the smartphones. This is achieved by analyzing pilots current step information with his historical step information and with the step information in the same social network, using dbscan algorithm to detect outliers. In this paper, we study the abnormal behaviors of civil aviation pilots by analyzing their step information. Our experiments were held on 65 pilot candidates of Civil Aviation College in Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, China. The pilot candidates were divided into 2 social groups. It is found that the step number of the pilot candidates with abnormal behaviors is quite different with their normal behavior step number. The step number is also quite different with those in the same social group. Using our proposed method, the outliers can be successfully detected for further analysis. The novelties and contributions of our proposed anomaly detection method for civil aviation pilots mainly lie in: (1) Our proposed idea uses easy available step information to detect the possible abnormal behaviors of pilots.
Step information is structured data consisting of a series of numbers. It is easy to be analyzed by machine learning methods. And these data are easy available according to the rapid development of mobile communications and the popularity of smart phones. (2) The proposed method considers the behavior influences by the active pilots social network. Pervious works have never considered the influences of others on pilots. While in the real scenarios, the pilots behaviors are greatly influenced by others, especially their colleagues. Compared to other people, the lives of pilots are more regular. They need to work together with the crew regularly, so their behaviors are more related to their social network. This paper therefore considers the behavior influences from the pilots working in the same group with the active pilot. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief description of the existing anomaly detection methods. Section 3 describes our proposed anomaly detection model in detail, and Section 4 gives the experimental results. Section 5 presents concluding remarks and suggestions for future study.
II. RELATED WORKS
With the continuous improvement of aircraft hardware performances, air accidents are usually caused by human beings nowadays. Therefore more attentions should be paid to pilots physical and mental health. In recent years, the detection of abnormal situations of pilots physical and mental health has changing from negative response to active defense. Airlines become more and more conscious on the importance of pilot anomaly detection. Physical health is directly related to the pilot's maneuvering ability, so all pilots must undergo a rigorous medical selection and regular physical examination. Airlines have provided psychological assistance to pilots in the form of regular psychological lectures and personal psychological counseling. The experts assessed the pilots' health status by psychological stress tests.
However, anomalies are found by the above method only if the physical or mental health of pilots has changed for a relative long time. This leads to the risks for aviation security since the anomalies cannot be found in real-time. Two possible methods are using video monitoring or social media mining. Video monitoring used close-circuit television cameras to detect anomaly. It is effective while it may cause pilots' resentment because of privacy consideration. On the occasion of high population density, the problem of selfocclusion and emerged-occlusion is particularly prominent. It's not easy to detect and track the independent individuals in the crowd, and it's a challenge to obtain the information of individual movement [5] , [6] . Social media mining is another possible method to detect the anomalies. People publish messages or post photographs in social media. The information in social media reflects people's real-time status. By collecting social media information and analyzing emotions reflected by the collected information, anomalies can be detected by social media mining. Moreover, since social media information is public available, privacy issues do not need to be further considered. However, social media mining usually are computational complex [7] , [8] . And it is not easy to find all pilots' social media accounts. Furthermore, through our research in around 1000 pilots in Chinese airlines, pilots do not tend to reveal their real emotions in social media.
Anomaly detection is a branch of data mining. It aims at discovering rare occurrences in datasets. Anomalies can be represented by outliers, which are individual data points that are different from the remaining data. Outliers have numerous applications in different data mining scenarios. The classical outlier detection algorithms include statistical methods, distance based methods, density based method and clustering based method. The statistics-based methods model the data points with a certain distribution, and use the inconsistency test of the assumed model to treat data deviated from the distribution curve as isolated points. The statistical method can be divided into two kinds of methods: the parameter method and the nonparametric method. The parameter methods assume that the basic distribution of the given data and the parameters of the distribution model are estimated by the given data. The main methods include the Gaussian model and the regression model based method. The nonparametric methods do not make any assumptions about the distribution parameters or distribution characteristics. Nonparametric detection methods are mainly based on histograms and kernel functions.
The distance based methods contain and extend the statistic-based methods. Even if the data set does not satisfy any particular distribution model, the distance based methods can effectively find the outlier. There are many anomaly detection methods using distance-dependent metrics. These methods can conceptually be divided into local neighbors and K nearest neighbors (kNN). Intuitively, a data point is an outlier if its k-nearest neighbor distance is much bigger than VOLUME 5, 2017 that of other data points. The disadvantage of the distance based method mainly lies in the fact that the distance-based outlier detection algorithm can't be effectively detected in the high-dimensional space.
The density-based models use the local density of a data point to define its outlier score. The density is obtained by combining the distance between points and the number of points within a given range. Density-based models are intimately connected to the distance based models. This is because the local density at a given data point is low only if its distance to its nearest neighbors is large. The densitybased methods give the quantitative measure of the object anomalies degree, which can handle the data in different density regions well. However, compared with the distancebased methods, the density-based models are more complex, and the computational complexity is also higher.
The clustering-based models first divide the data set into several clusters, and regard the data points not belonging to any cluster as outliers. Outliers can be viewed as a complementary concept of clusters. Outliers focus on data points isolated from groups, whereas clusters focus on data points occurred together in a group. Since the main goal of clustering algorithms is to discover the clusters rather than find the outliers, the mining efficiency of the outlier by clusteringbased methods is relatively lower than the statistics-based methods.
With the development of sensor technologies, wearable sensors have become more and more popular in real applications. The smart systems are developed to monitor activities of human beings continuously. Abnormal situations can be detected by the outlier detection algorithms by analyzing the data extracted by wearable sensors. We therefore propose an outlier detection method using the wearable sensors which is specially useful for the civil aviation pilots.
III. OUR PROPOSED METHOD
Air safety is the core of civil aviation safety, in which the pilot's physical and mental health is the basis to ensure air safety. The risk of air safety can be effectively reduced by detecting the pilots' abnormal behaviors in real-time. We therefore propose a real-time pilot anomaly detection method by analyzing step information collected by step-sensors.
The pilots' step information is influenced by two categories. On one hand, it is influenced by each pilot's own daily habits. A pilot's step number will follows his own rules. If a pilot usually has large number of steps, it would probably be an abnormal behavior if he only has very limited number of steps one day. If a pilot usually has small number of steps, it would probably be an abnormal behavior if he has significantly larger limited number of steps one day. On the other hand, the pilots' step information is influenced by the steps of users in their social network. In this work, we consider the social network which is consisted of the pilots' colleagues. This is because the pilots' behavior is closely related to the behavior of their colleagues, especially the crew members. The crew members usually move together when they have flight tasks. So their step information has close relationships. If the step information is significantly different from his colleagues, especially the crew members, this step information should be paid specially attentions. Our proposed model uses the step-sensor to collect pilots' step information and compare with each pilot's own behavior and the behavior of pilots in each pilots social network to find the anomalies. The architecture of our proposed method is shown as Fig. 1 . The movement detection module detects the movement of each pilot by their step sensors. Using peak detection module, we filter out the noise in pilot movement data and extract the step. The step information is stored in the step information database. The historical step analysis module analyzes the abnormal behaviors via comparing each pilots own behavior habit, which is learned from his historical step information. The social step analysis module analyzes the abnormal behaviors via comparing with the step information with the users in the pilot's social network. The outlier detection module integrates the results of the historical step analysis module and the results of the social step analysis module, and finally suggests the outliers which should be paid special attentions by the civil aviation supervision officers.
Step-sensors collect acceleration of human motion, and achieve the function of counting step. Acceleration signal is generally collected by the three axis acceleration sensor. Fig. 2 shows the coordinate system for three axis acceleration signals in the smartphone, which is Cartesian coordinate system and it has three mutually orthogonal axes. The three axis acceleration sensor embedded in the mobile terminal has a clear definition of the three directions. X-axis represents both sides of the horizontal direction of the smartphone; Y-axis represents the smartphone's vertical direction; Z-axis represents the forward and backward directions. When the smartphone is in the stationary state, the size of the synthesized acceleration signal from three axes can represent the size of a gravitational acceleration [9] - [15] .
Three axis acceleration sensor can get more accurate data than other devices. As shown in Fig. 3 , the human body movement consists of three components: the forward direction, the vertical direction and the side direction. In the real applications, the sensor is in an unknown direction. The measurements of three axis sensor not only relates to the movement's three components, but also relates to the projection values of motion acceleration on the three axes of the sensor [16] , [17] . Considering the placed angle of smartphones, we use the sum of the acceleration in the subsequent pedometer algorithm. The magnitude of the sum acceleration vector is calculated by (1) .
By the above calculation, the walking monitoring algorithm is no longer dependent on the placement of smartphones. We then analyze users' motion according to the sum acceleration vector. Fig. 4 describes acceleration changes at each stage of a walking cycle, which is defined as the unit walk cycle, and each step of the movement has one such acceleration cycle. People move in the horizontal direction, the forward and vertical acceleration will change periodically. Lift the bent foot, acceleration value increases; put down the raised foot, the numerical value of the acceleration will be reduced accordingly.
According to human body movement model and the test data, the acceleration of human movement changes periodically with sinusoidal fluctuations. When people walk, the phone is generally put in the pocket, and there is no relative movement between the mobile phone and the torso. Therefore, the interference of the sensor's output signal is small, and the sine waveform is relatively clean, it's easy for us to carry out feature extraction and step judgment. We can detect the peak value of the signal waveform, and then judge the effective step according to the motion characteristics [18] , [19] . There are a lot of useless peaks in the collected peaks that need to be filtered out. We judge and remove the useless peaks in the following steps.
A. Judge the time difference between two steps. There is a time difference between users' two steps. For example, one's fastest stride frequency is 240 per minute, so the time difference is 250 millisecond. Therefore, after the detection of the peak, we first judge whether the time difference between the two steps is greater than 250ms. If the time different is less than 250ms, it could be not caused by a step.
B. Set the threshold for the peak value. The slight jitter of the mobile phone could produce a wave crest. This wave is not in conformity with the requirements of our outlier detection task. To solve this problem, we measure the average differences between peaks of 20 steps. This average value is regarded as the threshold of the peak value. If the collected peak value is less than the average value, it is regarded a useless wave crest.
C. Remove the peak caused by the shaking of the phone. The shaking of smartphones could also cause the movement producing peaks. For example, when we take out smartphone from the trouser pocket, an undesirable crest will be produced. We set a temporary value to store the number of peaks that meets the first two conditions. When the wave crest does not satisfy the above two conditions, we calculate the temporary value. If the temporary value is larger than a preset value, then our proposed method count the steps; otherwise, empty the temporary value and recalculate the steps.
We use the DBSCAN algorithm to analyze the collected step information to find the abnormal behaviors. DBSCAN algorithm is a classical clustering method which is highly efficient in the real applications. Data are regarded as different points by DBSCAN algorithm. These points can be classified as core points, border points and outliers. All points not reachable from any other point are outliers [20] , [21] . To find the abnormal behaviors in pilots step information is to find the points which are distinctively different from other points. We set Eps as the radius parameter of DBSCAN algorithm and set MinPts as the domain density threshold of DBSCAN algorithm. MinPts is the smallest number of objects that are included in the same cluster, in which the hypothesis of setting this parameter is based on experience and the conditions of applications. As a rule of thumb, MinPts can be derived from the number of dimensions d in the data set, as MinPtsd+1. The value of Eps is usually chosen by using a k-distance graph, plotting the distance to the k nearest neighbor (k=MinPts). With a suitable value of Eps, this plot shows a strong bend. In this paper, we use the method shown in (2) and (3) to calculate Eps.
where O represents the number of objects in the matrix D.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS A. EXPERIMENTS SETUP
In this paper, we study the abnormal behavior of civil aviation pilots by mining their step information. We investigate 65 pilot candidates of Civil Aviation College in Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, China. It is feasible to detect anomalies by using the acceleration sensor. If a pilot candidates step number is distinctively different from his history step numbers or his colleagues step numbers, it would probably be an anomaly. Nowadays there are many sports pedometer on the market, such as Codoon, ledongli and Nike+ Running. To get the information of pilotss steps as complete as possible, we write a sports app based on acceleration sensor to obtain users' step information. The noise in the collected data should be filtered out. The filtered out data are mainly in the following categories:
A. If the pilot's mobile phones are in a state of shutdown for a long time, this pilot's step information is not complete. It cannot be used for further analyzed.
B. If the App cannot be run in the pilot's mobile phone, this pilot's step information cannot be used for further analyzed. This is because some Chinese domestic mobile phones do not give permissions to run some foreign or invalidated App, which leads to unavailable of the App data.
C. If the pilot does not use the mobile phones frequently, this pilot's step information cannot be used for further analyzed. This type of pilots rarely use the phones, so the collected data is not accurate enough.
Excluding those pilot candidates who do not meet the requirements of the experiment, data from 21 pilot candidates can be used in our research. We collect the step information of these 21 pilot candidates during 50 days. These pilot candidates belong to two classes in our experiments. We set up two social networks based on their class, in which each class relates to a social network. These two groups are named as Group1 and Group2. Group1 has 9 pilot candidates and Group2 has 12 pilot candidates.
B. DATA ANALYSIS
According to the data collected by the acceleration sensor, we get the general activities of each day. The activities of pilot candidates in the same class are closely related to their schedule, and they arrange their daily activities according to it. For example, the pilot candidates in the same class approximately have the similar step information on Monday. We observed pilot candidates from April 14th to June 3rd. We can put one pilot's history step information and his classmates' step information on every Monday together, and use cluster to detect anomaly. In this way, we have carried out a horizontal comparison by analyzing each pilot candidate's history step information and conducted a longitudinal comparison by analyzing his classmates' step information. However, due to the characteristics of each pilot candidate, the size of step is different, so the number of steps are different when they walk the same path length. We need take the situation into consideration when we put their data together for anomaly detection. Therefore, the normalization of data is particularly important.
To simplify the analysis, we expand the range of data acquisition, the data of per person per day is roughly divided into two parts, namely steps before or after 13 o'clock. Whether the pilot candidates have lessons or have rest, they have generally solved their lunch before 13 o'clock. We remove erroneous values and noise from data, this is a preprocessing step and can exclude interference data. Remove the maximum and minimum value to get the average value (to prevent the presence of abnormal data significantly change the average), and then get the proportion of each point of its average. We use the same method for all pilot candidates to get the normalized value. After the normalization of the step information, we conduct the clustering analysis and get the outliers, then we can get the anomalies for further analysis.
The hypothesis of the parameter MinPts is usually based on experience, we set MinPts=9 in our experiment. The value of the parameter Eps can be calculated according to Eq. (3), and the values are shown in Table 1 .
We collected 65 pilot candidates' step information during 50 days from April 14 th , 2016 to June 3 rd , 2016. There are only 21 pilots candidates' step information can be used to conduct the experiment, which can be divided into two groups. We took out step information on Saturday and Sunday, because compared to other times, they are irregular which is difficult to judge. We analyze the pilot candidates' step information from Monday to Friday, removing some erroneous values. If a pilot's step number is extremely different from his history step numbers or the step numbers of his classmates, this would probably be an anomaly. Using the above cluster method to detect anomalies, we can get some outliers, as shown in Fig .5 and Fig .6 . These points in Fig .5 mean one person one day's step information. We detect the pilot candidates' anomalies of two groups, and the outliers are shown in the following: In the first figure of Fig .5 , these VOLUME 5, 2017 points are gathered together, we can't see obvious deviation points, so there is no outlier; In the second figure of Fig. 5 , there are four outliers. From left to right, only the third outlier is caused by the difference between his step information with those in the same social group. Other outliers' step information are extremely different from their history step information; The outlier in the third figure of Fig .5 is obvious, because his step number is larger than his normal behavior step number; In the fourth figure, one outlier's step number is smaller than the normal step number, and another outlier's step number is apparent larger; There are two outliers in the last figure of Fig .5 , their step number is obviously more than normal situation; The step number of the outlier in the first figure of Fig .6 is larger than his history step number; In its second figure, we can see two points deviate from other points, they are different from others, so they are outliers; There are three outliers in its third figure, their step number are quite different with those in the same group; In the fourth figure of Fig .6 , the two outliers' step number are larger than other normal points; In the last figure of Fig .6 , the outlier's step number is much smaller compared with those in the same group.
To evaluate the performances of our detected outliers, we ask the pilot candidates to fill in a questionnaire every day, pointing out their daily moods and their own special activities. The number of the anomalies is very limited compared with the number of the normal activities. And the properties of anomalies are also very different from the properties of the normal activities. We compare the detected outlier by our experiments and the questionnaires and find that the abnormal behaviors can be successfully found out. This verifies the effectiveness of our proposed method. In the real applications, the detected outliers can be submitted to the civil aviation supervision officers for further judgment. The civil aviation supervision officers can use the detected outlier to make a more comprehensive decision to judge the physical and mental conditions of civil aviation pilots. This would greatly improve the efficiency of anomaly detection compared with traditional methods. In addition, the proposed method can effective reduce the air safety risks caused by the abnormal behaviors of civil aviation pilots.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The pilots have very heavy flight labor load in China. Since their physical and mental health is the foundation to ensure flight safety, the abnormal behaviors caused by physical and mental health shall be detected in real-time. Our work focuses on the detection of pilots' abnormal behaviors in their daily life. This is achieved by analyzing the pilot's step information extracted by step sensors which are embedded in the smartphones. The pilot's step information is compared simultaneously with his historical step information and the step information of users in his social network. If this pilot's step information is distinctively different from his historical step information and the step information of users in his social network, it would probably be an outlier. We use a clustering method, DBSCAN algorithm, to detect the possible outlier. Our method can effectively find out the possible outlier, which would be provided to the domain experts for further analysis. This would greatly reduce the labor load of the experts and increase the efficiency of abnormal behavior detection. In addition, the computational complexity of our proposed method is low since it only process the structured data. Our proposed method uses public available step information. Based on our interview with pilots from 7 Chinese airline companies, our proposed method is easier to be accepted by pilots than using video monitoring or social media mining.
In our further work, we will focus on how to combine the domain experts knowledge with our proposed detection method. This would further improve the prediction accuracy of our method. We will also focus on how to use the partial information collected by step sensors. Sometimes, we can only extract one part of the pilots step information. The remaining data is not available because the pilot turns off the power of smartphone or he does not take the smartphone. We will try to analyze the pilots behavior with the limited available information. This would greatly expand the usage of our proposed method in the real application.
